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EXCLUSIVE: Marine vet breaks 14-year
silence to make astonishing claim that
his six-man unit saw a hovering
octagonal UFO being loaded with
WEAPONS by unmarked US forces
who threatened them at gunpoint
while serving in Indonesia in 2009

Former Marine Michael Herrera tells DailyMail.com that he saw a UFO being
loaded with weapons while serving in Indonesia in 2009 
Herrera claims an Air Force lieutenant colonel told him, 'You're not allowed to
talk about what happened. You will go to prison, or you will die' 
He says he was emboldened to break his 14-year silence by new UFO
whistleblower protections and in April testified under oath about his wild story 

By JOSH BOSWELL FOR DAILYMAIL.COM
PUBLISHED: 14:39 EDT, 9 June 2023 | UPDATED: 14:40 EDT, 9 June 2023

A former Marine claims he and five comrades saw a flying saucer being loaded with
weapons while serving in Indonesia in 2009 – and was threatened at gunpoint by
unmarked US forces at the scene.

The wild story comes after an Air Force whistleblower from the government's UFO
office joined growing numbers of intelligence officials claiming the US has
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recovered and is even reverse-engineering crashed or landed 'non-human'
spacecraft.

Michael Herrera was a 20-year-old rifleman sent on a Navy humanitarian mission
during the 2009 Sumatra earthquake and tsunami that devastated the region.

In an exclusive interview with DailyMail.com, he claims that while guarding an
airdrop of aid supplies outside the city of Padang in October that year, his six-man
unit stumbled across a hovering octagonal craft in apparent use by clandestine US
forces.
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Former Marine Michael Herrera tells DailyMail.com that he saw a UFO being loaded with
weapons while serving in Indonesia in 2009. He was just 20 at the time 

'The craft was rotating in a clockwise motion while changing colors. It had an audible hum to it,
like the sound of a transformer or a guitar amp. It was an octagonal shape with a pyramid at the
top of it that was black,' Herrera said 
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Herrera says he was emboldened to break his
14-year silence by new UFO whistleblower
protections and in April testified under oath
about his wild story
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After 14 years of silence, Herrera was emboldened by new UFO whistleblower
protections and in April testified under oath to the government's UFO investigation
team, the All-domain Anomaly Resolution Office (AARO), as well as a Senate
committee.

He provided his unblemished four-year service record, and texts about the incident
with an alleged fellow witness – who refused to talk, saying it was 'not worth my life
or jeopardizing my family'.

Peripheral aspects of his account were verified by DailyMail.com using military
sources. But Herrera, 33, does not have documentation or photos of the incident
itself.

The Denver native joined the Marines
fresh out of high school. He had been
serving for less than two years when he
was deployed to the Philippines as a
member of the 31st Marine Expeditionary
Unit to help distribute aid in the wake of
a typhoon.

When a 7.6 magnitude earthquake struck
Sumatra on September 30, 2009, his
2nd Battalion, 5th Marines, Echo Co. 2nd
Platoon was rerouted to help guard
helicopter aid drops around Padang City,
beset by violence from local insurgents.

Around October 8 he and five marines
were dropped off at a clearing in the
north eastern part of the city by a CH-53
chopper, and hiked 900ft up a ridge to
take their positions for the incoming supply drop, Herrera said.

It was then he spotted a strange object in the jungle on the other side of the hill.

'I could see something moving and rotating. It was changing colors between a very
light matte gray to a very dark matte black,' he said. 'It stuck out like a sore thumb.'

Oddly, he said, they had not been given radios, so instead of calling it in they edged
down the hill in formation to investigate, while Herrera snapped photos and video on
his Panasonic camera.

'The thing was massive, the size of a football field,' Herrera told DailyMail.com.

'The craft was rotating in a clockwise motion while changing colors. It had an audible
hum to it, like the sound of a transformer or a guitar amp. It was an octagonal shape
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with a pyramid at the top of it that was black.

'It had 'scales' that were on the outside of the craft that covered the whole craft. It
had seams and sharp edges which I suspect to be man-made. Nothing on it was
smooth. It had some panels on the vertical edges that were like Vantablack.'

He claims that his six-man unit stumbled across a hovering octagonal craft and they were
threatened at gunpoint by unmarked US forces at the scene. A rendering of the scene is above

Herrera claims an Air Force lieutenant colonel told him, 'You're not allowed to talk about what
happened. You will go to prison, or you will die'
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An aerial view of the damage from a 7.6 magnitude earthquake that  struck Sumatra, Indonesia,
on September 30, 2009,. Herrera's unit was rerouted to help guard helicopter aid drops
around Padang City, beset by violence from local insurgents

According to AARO's statistics of UFO reports between 1996 and 2023, only 1% are
polygons (like an octagon), 2% disk-shaped, while 52% are orbs or spherical.

However, an object shot down in February over Lake Huron, Michigan by F-16 fighter
jets – after their first missile missed – was described as 'octagonal' by congress
members briefed on the incident.

Herrera claimed that when he and his five comrades got within 150 feet of the craft,
they were ambushed by eight men wearing all-black camouflage, bullet-proof vests,
wielding M4 rifles with high-end night vision attachments given to elite US troops.

'They had their weapons drawn on us,' he said. 'We could audibly hear their weapon
safety levers flipping off safe.'

'Who the f*** are you guys? What are you doing here?' two of them yelled with
American accents, he said.

'They said we weren't supposed to be there, and that they could kill us.'

As the men continued to threaten them, took the marines' weapons, dumped their
ammunition and scanned their military IDs, Herrera said he saw others loading 'large
weapon cases' and other containers from modified Ford F350 trucks onto a platform
beneath the craft.

'When the last two trucks finished unloading and drove off, the lower part of the
platform rose off the ground to about 10 feet and the craft lowered to meet it and it
came together into one piece,' he said.

'On the corners of the craft, it had lights that were changing between blue, red,
yellow and green.

'It rose off the ground and a little past the trees, then shot off to our left towards the
ocean at around 4,000mph.

'We can't believe this is f***ing happening. From a dead stop, it didn't make any
sound like a sonic boom, it didn't disturb the trees like rotor wash would. We could
see coconuts on the trees and none of them were disturbed.'
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Herrera said the eight unmarked soldiers gave them back their unloaded guns and
marched them back over the hill, 'still telling us how they could kill us.'

'Once we got over the hill they told us to get the f*** away from here and don't look
back.'
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Herrera left the Navy in October 2011, his certificate of release showing four years of active
duty and medals for 'national defense service', 'global war on terrorism service', 'humanitarian
service', 'sea service deployment' and a 'sharpshooter rifle badge'

The six marines ran back to the aid drop site and were scolded by their gunnery
sergeant for returning early, Herrera said, adding that they all kept quiet about the
disturbing encounter.
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'I was f***ing scared,' the veteran said. 'I was thinking: I could have been killed, how
the hell am I going to explain this?'

Back on the USS Denver, Herrera's unit were debriefed by a rear admiral he didn't
recognize. He said it was odd to have such a high-ranking officer there, and again
none of them mentioned the saucer and unmarked troops.

A few days later they were docked in Subic Bay in the Philippines, the marine said.
After an evening of drinking with his colleagues, he returned to find his camera's
card and battery removed from his locked locker, along with his five comrades'
phones missing.

In early December 2009 he was back at Camp Hansen in Okinawa, Japan. He was
told to report to the office, where he found an Air Force lieutenant colonel in full
uniform but no name tag.

'He starts telling me, 'You're not allowed to talk about what happened, not to your
chain of command, not even a general,' Herrera said. 'You will go to prison, or you
will die.'

'He told me to keep my mouth shut and slid a paper to me which was an NDA. The
only thing I can recall is that it said 'TS/SCI', Top Secret/Sensitive Compartmented
Information. And it had Indonesia on it.'

The rifleman said he signed and was told to 'get the f*** out of there'.

'I ran back to the barracks and haven't talked about it ever since. It's something I've
kept secret for almost 14 years. But I've thought about it every single day.'

He left the Navy in October 2011, his certificate of release showing four years of
active duty and medals for 'national defense service', 'global war on terrorism
service', 'humanitarian service', 'sea service deployment' and a 'sharpshooter rifle
badge'.

Herrera made several million dollars as an entrepreneur and now runs a private
security company called Valkyrie Eye.

New UFO whistleblower protections enacted in December prompted the ex-marine
to finally tell his story.

Former senior Air Force intelligence officer David Grusch gave an on-camera interview
alleging that the US government possesses multiple crashed 'non-human' craft
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New UFO whistleblower protections enacted in December prompted the ex-marine to finally
tell his story. A Pentagon chief told a first-of-its-kind NASA hearing that unidentified metallic
orb UFOs have been spotted 'all over the world'

Last year's annual military funding bill, the National Defense Authorization Act
(NDAA), included a new clause allowing whistleblowers to report previously
undisclosed UFO 'material retrieval, material analysis, [and] reverse engineering'
programs to the Pentagon's AARO team without fear of prosecution for violating
their security oaths and non-disclosure agreements.

Herrera said in 2017 he met UFO activist Dr. Steven Greer at a conference, and Greer
helped persuade him to talk and connected him with congressional and AARO
staffers earlier this year.

Herrera is also planning to tell his story at a press conference at the National Press
Club in Washington DC on Monday organized by Greer, alongside four other UFO
witnesses.

The ex-marine claims his five former comrades are too scared to come forward.

In a May 3 text message, one wrote: 'this is asking to[o] much of me and it's not
worth the risk.'

'It's not worth my life or jeopardizing my family. I know we go way back, but this is
asking to[o] much. You need to get out of whatever you are in and don't get me
involved with this mess. My career isn't worth helping you. Don't ask me to do this
s**t ever again.'

DailyMail.com verified the sender was a marine serving in the same unit in 2009.

'It sounds a bit like science fiction, but it actually is science fact,' Greer told
DailyMail.com. 'These breakthroughs have been kept very, very secret, much to the
detriment of the American people and the planet.

'We feel it's very important that the public understand this is not just a silly story
about Little Green Men. This has very significant implications for the environment,
for energy independence, for global poverty.'

Greer and his organization, the Disclosure Project, gained international attention as
well as derision in 2001 when he gathered 20 retired Air Force, Federal Aviation
Administration and intelligence officers at the National Press Club to tell their stories
of extraordinary UFO and alien encounters. 
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The 2001 conference did not spark congressional hearings as Greer hoped.

Leslie Kean, an investigative journalist who was the first to bring Air Force
whistleblower David Grusch forward to make his bombshell claims in her story in
engineering news site The Debrief this week, said she was skeptical of Greer's
approach in an interview with the New Yorker in 2021.

'There were some good people at that conference, but some of them were making
outrageous, grandiose claims,' Kean said. 'I knew then that I had to walk away.'

𝐕𝐢𝐧𝐧𝐢𝐞 𝐀𝐝𝐚𝐦𝐬

@disclosureteam_ · Follow

STATEMENT FROM DAVID GRUSCH -

“I took my job very seriously, and early on, I allowed various individuals that
alleged they had information to speak their truth as part of my evaluation
process. I have not been mentored by anyone, and my public disclosure has
been done… Show more
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Grusch has also reportedly released a statement distancing himself from Greer, after
Greer claimed that he met with the senior military intelligence official in March 2022
in Culpeper, Virginia.

'I took my job very seriously, and early on, I allowed various individuals that alleged
they had information to speak their truth as part of my evaluation process,' Grush
reportedly said in a statement published on Twitter by UFO researcher Vinnie Adams
this week. 

'I emphatically request that Steven Greer cease using my name to promote his
personal agenda.'

The former ER doctor spent the two decades following his 2001 press conference
collecting UFO witnesses, and has now assembled a database of 746 people in or
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related to the US government.

Some have detailed and compelling stories and have even testified to AARO. Others
are merely senior officials who made public statements acknowledging the
possibility of UFOs having non-human origins. According to the database, 76 have
passed away.

He will also be unveiling a 'Disclosure Project Intelligence Archive' with 'over 5
terabytes of government documents, whistleblower testimony and specific locations
of illegally operated UFO projects,' according to a press release.

Greer has become a controversial figure even among UFO enthusiasts, making
disputed claims and charging up to $3,500 for group sessions where he purports to
teach and perform summonings of extraterrestrials using psychic powers.

A video of one of his 'contact' events in Vero Beach, Florida on January 27 2015
shows a light appearing over the Atlantic ocean which Greer attributed to aliens.

A July 2020 article by the Washington Examiner questioned whether it was in fact
faked with a flare dropped from a Beech 76 Duchess plane that was flying offshore at
that time. 

Prominent figures have chided Greer over his statements, including late sixth man
on the moon Edgar Mitchell who said Greer would 'overreach his data continuously',
and former CIA director James Woolsey who wrote that a 1993 'briefing' Greer
claimed he gave Woolsey was merely a 'distorted account of a dinner party'.

Greer called the allegations 'ridiculous and untrue', and said his Monday press
conference was about the witnesses, not him.

'I would give anything to have someone else do this so I don't have to. But I don't see
that happening,' he said.

'I just say the track record of what we've done over 30 years stands on its own.'
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Fall 2023 fashion
collection with
Walmart

'A new chapter':
Sylvester Stallone 
is looking forward
to spending quality
time with his wife
in Florida after
wrapping King Of
Tulsa... following
shock split

Sarah Jessica
Parker recalls
feeling 'angry and
embarrassed'
during seven-year
relationship with
ex Robert Downey
Jr. amid his
addiction battle

Sheer perfection!
Florence Welch
sizzles in a see-
through red lace
dress while
performing
at Spotify's star-
studded bash at
the Cannes Lions
Festival 

Bethenny Frankel
is SLAMMED for
flaunting her 10-
carat diamond
engagement ring
from Paul Bernon
as country
weathers crushing
inflation: 'So
showy!'

EXCLUSIVE  Ioan
Gruffudd details
shocking food fight
with daughter Ella,
13, in his own
words after she
admitted to
trashing his home

'We have so much
damage to undo!'
Gen Z SLAMS early
2000s TV hits like
How I Met Your
Mother and Friends
over 'fat-phobic'
plots in resurfaced
videos 
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'The Oscar has
your name on it!'
Zendaya's fans go
WILD for her
sexiest role yet in
the steamy
Challengers trailer
(and joke her
boyfriend Tom
Holland won't be
happy!)

EXCLUSIVE  Ioan
Gruffudd claims
daughter Ella, 13,
'threw her arm in
the way of closing
door' while
meeting actor's
new girlfriend
Bianca Wallace for
the first time

Yellowstone
creator Taylor
Sheridan reveals
there are 'ongoing
discussions' with
Kevin Costner to
film final episodes
- but the scripts
haven't been
written yet 

The moment Ava
Max is SLAPPED in
the face by a fan
while performing in
LA - as the singer
reveals she was
'hit so hard that the
inside of her eye is
scratched'
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EXCLUSIVE  Ioan
Gruffudd claims ex
Alice Evans
'flashed him her
bare behind' and
revealed to their
children she
'wasn't wearing
underwear' 

Kendall Jenner
flaunts cleavage in
new fashion
spread and reveals
she 'felt out of
place' as a
Kardashian sister
since she's 'like my
dad' Caitlyn Jenner
'in so many ways'

Kim Kardashian
sings to one of her
ex-husband Kanye
West's hit songs
when at the Louis
Vuitton Paris
show... two years
after their split

Jaden Smith
enjoys a
passionate kiss
with French
influencer Paola
Locatelli as they
party into the early
hours at the Louis
Vuitton bash in
Paris

JFK director
Oliver Stone slams
'disgusting' John
Wick movies over
huge body counts
and lashes 'boring'
Fast and Furious
franchise

Widowed Jackie
Kennedy had sex
with architect who
designed JFK's
grave in her former
marital bed - then
dumped him on
discovering he was
broke, book claims
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American 'Gatsby
of Cambridge' who
SCAMMED her way
into prestigious
British university
reveals exactly
how she duped
admissions - and
feels 'no guilt'
about it 

Sarah Jessica
Parker says she
'loves' Sex And The
City co-star John
Corbett who
returns in And Just
Like That...: 'It's
great to be in his
company again'

EXCLUSIVE   Aidan
Turner packs on
the PDA with co-
star Ella Lily
Hyland  in a VERY
raunchy trailer for
Prime Video tennis
drama Fifteen-Love

Kim Kardashian
says she created
SKIMS - which is
now worth $1B-
because she could
NOT find nude
shapewear that
matched her olive
skin tone

Larsa Pippen
reveals she's 'open
to having one more
child' on podcast
with toyboy
Marcus Jordan...
two weeks before
her 49th birthday

Britney Spears'
fans REFUSE to
see her younger
sister Jamie Lynn
Spears' Zoey 102
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movie due to
long-running
feud... even though
the siblings
recently made up

Alec Baldwin, 65,
leans on crutch for
support following
his recent hip
surgery as he is
seen taking a call
in New York City

Legs for days!
Lady Amelia
Windsor flashes
her pins in stylish
pink co-ord as she
attends V&A
summer party in
London

Pink dazzles in a
bejewelled silver
bodysuit as she
puts on an
energetic
performance in
Paris amid her
Summer Carnival
tour

Adele enjoys a
lunch date
with fiancé Rich
Paul in a loose top
and trousers after
revealing sweating
in tight Spanx gave
her fungal skin
infection 
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As Sharon
Osbourne joins
Hollywood's super
skinny club, a look
back at the stars
who've slimmed
downed - from
Mindy Kaling to
Khloe Kardashian 

Fifty Shades of
Grey author E.L.
James, 60, and her
husband
choreographed sex
scenes in the back
of their MINI
COOPER in broad
daylight to make
them realistic in
book

 Cardi B SLAMS
stepson of British
billionaire aboard
the missing Titanic
sub for attending a
Blink-182 concert
after the craft
disappeared

Barry Keoghan
shows off his
tattooed frame as
he goes shirtless
and rides a scooter
while filming
scenes for new film
Bird

Paris Hilton looks
glamorous in a silk
lilac dress as she
poses at Lizzo's
VIP event at
the Hotel du Cap-
Eden-Roc in
Cannes 

'He's definitely up
for it!': Harry Styles
flirts with a fan
after they hold up a
VERY saucy sign at
his gig in Cardiff

Thanks a bunch!
Harry Styles is
smacked in the
FACE by a flying
posy of flowers
while performing
on stage in Cardiff
- at least it's not a
kiwi this time!
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Jennifer Lawrence
looks sensational
in a sheer white
gown as she heads
to the No Hard
Feelings afterparty
in NYC

French filmmaker
Luc Besson is
definitively cleared
of rape five years
after actress first
accused him of
attacking her
during their two-
year relationship 

So how did John
Goodman lose
200lbs? As
Roseanne star hits
red carpet in smart
tux in France, a
look inside his new
regimen

Sylvester Stallone
reveals Adele
asked he leave his
poolside Rocky
statue when she
bought his LA
mansion for
$58M... or it would
'blow the whole
deal'

Selena Gomez
cuts a stylish
figure in a little
black dress and
trench coat as she
leaves Manko
restaurant in Paris

Rumer Willis cuts
a casual figure in
all black as she
steps out with
daughter Louetta
for grocery run in
LA

Pretty in pink!
Queen Camilla
recycles Anna
Valentine coat
dress she wore to
Meghan Markle and
Prince Harry's
wedding as she
attends Royal
Ascot

Sofia Vergara
commands
attention in a busty
neon green dress
and towering
platform heels as
she grabs dinner 

Ashley Benson
wears crop-top on
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Olivia Wilde wears
ex-boyfriend Harry
Styles' T-shirt
seven months after
their split

EXCLUSIVE  Gisele
Bundchen turns up
the heat in exercise
gear for workout
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Valente... as
romance rumors
grow

South Korean pop
star Choi Sung-
bong hailed by
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found dead after
committing suicide
aged 33 
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brings her look-
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Zara gets the
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Santa Barbara as
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Royally great
time! Charles and
Camilla leave niece
Zara Tindall in
stitches as they lap
up the second day
of Ascot

'I find them
intolerable!':
Joanna Lumley
calls for the film
industry to axe
'revolting' sex
scenes and says
she felt 'exploited'
when going topless
in movie roles

Rebecca Romijn,
50, puts on a busty
display in a
plunging red dress
as she graces the
blue carpet for the
Star Trek: Strange
New Worlds
season two
photocall in
London

Harry Styles
STOPS Cardiff gig
so a pregnant
woman could use
the toilet without
missing the show -
and he even helps
to name her baby!

Wonderful in
white! Duchess of
Edinburgh stuns in
$4390 Suzannah
silk dress as she
takes part in the
Royal Procession
on day two of
Ascot

Vintage Anne!
Princess Royal
opts for Fifties
glamour in an
elegant turquoise
dress and
matching hat as
she joins daughter
Zara Tindall on day
two of Ascot

Larry Myers Jr.
dead at 49: My 600-
Lb. Life star known
as Mr. Buttermilk
Biscuits passes
away from 'heart
attack'

Gwen Stefani
shows off her
colorful street style
in a spray-painted
jumpsuit as she
promotes her
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beauty brand
GXVE ahead of her
London shows

Leona Lewis is
every inch the
doting mother as
she and husband
Dennis Jauch
enjoy a fun family
day at the park
with baby daughter
Carmel 

Britney Spears
reveals she had
on-set REUNION
with estranged
sister Jamie Lynn
Spears... after she
buried the hatchet
with mother Lynne
Spears

EXCLUSIVE  Forlorn
Heather Locklear
looks lost in
thought as she sits
on a curb waiting
for fiancé Chris
Heisser - but
beams when he
shows up 30
minutes later

'Who asked for
the Louis Vuitton x
Minecraft
crossover?':
Pharrell's debut
collection is
mocked as fans
compare designs
to video game 

Kim Kardashian's
son Saint, 7, sports
a gold Louis
Vuitton grill and a
blingy diamond
necklace as she
attends the
designer's show in
Paris 

Pregnant Rihanna
shows off hher
bump in
'damoflage' denim
and a $700K
choker as she joins
beau A$AP Rocky
at Pharrell
Williams' Louis
Vuitton debut

Sharon
Osbourne's diet
drug slim-down:
Star looks thinner
than ever after
years battling
weight (but admits
she regrets taking
secret slimming
jab)
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Kim Kardashian
admits ex Kanye
West was 'right' as
she details her
decision to take
down TikTok clip of
daughter North, 10,
lip-syncing to Ice
Spice 

Tom Cruise
reveals why he
performed daring
Mission:
Impossible - Dead
Reckoning Part
One motorcycle
stunt on first day of
filming

'I'm a very lucky
boy!' Dick Van
Dyke, 97,
celebrates Father's
Day with his kids
and grandchildren
in a sweet family
post

Rod Stewart
admits he is 'more
romantic' than wife
Penny Lancaster
as he reveals their
marriage secrets 

She's no
Wannabe! Billie
Eilish looks fit as
she leaves the gym
in tight leggings
and Spice Girls T-
Shirt after grueling
workout

EXCLUSIVE  It's not
complicated! Avril
Lavigne ended her
romance with Tyga
because she
doesn't want to be
'tied down' and
only saw him as a
rebound from Mod
Sun 

Ariana Madix
denies she's a
'millionaire' from
Scandoval... after
branding experts
revealed how she
can continue to
cash in on on-
screen heartbreak

Jennifer Lopez
looks effortlessly
stylish in black
turtleneck and
baggy jeans while
furniture
shopping... after
moving into $60M
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mansion in Beverly
Hills

Shakira takes
ANOTHER swipe at
her cheating ex
Gerard Pique in a
preview of her new
song Empty Cup -
after hitting out in
savage tracks 

Kendall Jenner
slithers her way to
dinner with Bad
Bunny in
snakeskin trousers
at Sushi Park in
West Hollywood

Who are the
Glastonbury
festival 2023
headliners? 

The Weeknd
shrugs off criticism
of his 'nonexistent'
acting skills and
graphic sexual
content on The Idol

Kristin Davis
supported by her
And Just Like
That... co-star
Cynthia Nixon as
she hosts Upper
East Side dinner
for her new Haute
Living cover

Max Verstappen's
glam girlfriend
Kelly Piquet looks
stunning in a white
mini dress as she
attends the second
day of the Queen's
Club
Championships 

Lizzo flaunts her
gorgeous curves in
a VERY racy
fringed mini-dress
as she takes to the
stage at a swanky
VIP event in
Cannes

EXCLUSIVE  Heidi
Montag and
Spencer Pratt
share a kiss while
enjoying a beach
day with their sons
Gunner and Ryker
in Hawaii

Kim Kardashian
turns heads in
skintight green
crop top as she
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supports Pharrell
Williams at his
creative director
debut at Louis
Vuitton's PFW
show

Beyonce is visibly
upset saying 'oh
my God!' and
shaking her head
after stage crew
makes flub during
Renaissance tour
in Amsterdam

Tyler Perry is
'balking at the
$3BILLION asking
price' for BET as
he is 'becoming
frustrated' in his
efforts to buy the
network
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bikini while
aboard her fiancé
Jeff Bezos'
superyacht in St.
Tropez 

America's Got
Talent: Howie
Mandel hits Golden
Buzzer for
mesmerizing dance
group Murmuration

EXCLUSIVE
Kourtney
Kardashian's
family told Scott
Disick she was
pregnant BEFORE
Blink 182 concert
reveal - but he's
still 'heartbroken'

Uma Thurman's
daughter Maya
Hawke reveals she
lied as teen to dad
Ethan Hawke about
going to therapy
and 'really went to
lose my virginity'

Chloe Lattanzi
claims her mother
Olivia Newton-John
is BACK from the
dead after noticing
mysterious
'floating aqua orb'
in photos

Jared Leto shows
off his eccentric
style with bright
make up and kooky
outfit at a Louis
Vuitton fashion
event in France

 Jennifer
Lawrence glows in
chic white gown as
she leads the stars
at premiere of her
VERY racy new sex
comedy No Hard
Feelings

Al Pacino's
girlfriend Noor
Alfallah, 29, goes
on coffee run - and
reveals if she plans
on getting son into
acting like his
legendary father,
83
.
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Lisa Rinna is
effortlessly elegant
in a purple blouse
and skirt as she's
seen for the first
time on set of
American Horror
Stories after
RHOBH departure

EXCLUSIVE  Kate
Beckinsale's ex-
husband Len
Wiseman, 50, has
moved in with
girlfriend CJ
Franco, 32 - eight
years after they
started dating amid
his split from
actress

They mean
business! Lady
Amelia and Eliza
Spencer don
stylish blazers as
they attend
designer Veronica
Beard's summer
party at The
Serpentine

Keith Urban
shares very racy
birthday tribute to
'sexy' wife Nicole
Kidman as he
celebrates her 56th
birthday

Nick Cannon's ex-
girlfriend Jessica
White claims she
was in an
'emotionally
abusive'
relationship with
him

TV chef Ina
Garten - who's
famed for using
very expensive
ingredients - is hit
by hilarious
Facebook hack
that saw her page
post OLIVE
GARDEN recipe 

Zendaya
commands
attention as she
goes braless in a
shimmering gold
patterned suit for
Louis Vuitton's
Paris Fashion
Week show

Fan who tossed
phone that hit Bebe
Rexha in the face
claims he wanted
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singer to catch
the phone and take
pictures with it ...
as singer is set to
continue tour while
injured

Kylie Jenner
almost SPILLS
OUT of her bikini
top as she plugs
her glossy pink lip
balm: 'Juicy lips all
summer!'

Willow Smith and
older brother
Jaden attend star-
studded Louis
Vuitton fashion
show in Paris

Bam Margera is
speaking again
with son Phoenix,
five, who he's
using to motivate
himself to get
clean at Lamar
Odom-owned
rehab center

Scottie Pippen's
ex-wife Larsa
Pippen 'awarded
part of his Chicago
Bulls retirement
fund - and is to be
paid in cash lump
sum'

Non-binary 'And
Just Like That' star
Sara Ramirez
slammed as social
justice warrior
who's even less
funny than Che
Diaz in blistering
interview by queer
journalist 

Kaley Cuoco's ex
husband Karl Cook
is engaged to
girlfriend
Mackenzie Drazan
nearly two years
after divorce

Beyonce and Jay
Z lead a VERY star-
studded guest list
as Pharrell
Williams debuts his
first collection as
Louis Vuitton's
new creative
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director at Paris
runway show 

Drew Barrymore
taking a 'healthy'
break from social
media to go on
'adventures' over
the summer... after
controversial
comments about
her relationship
with estranged
mom

Whitney
Cummings is
PREGNANT!
Comedian, 40,
reveals she's
expecting first
child in December
as she shares look
at baby bump and
sonogram image

Superstar TV
show creator Ryan
Murphy - whose hit
shows include
Glee and American
Horror Story - is
leaving his nine-
figure Netflix deal
to join Disney 

Armie Hammer
and ex-wife
Elizabeth
Chambers settle
divorce almost
THREE YEARS
after first filing 

Naomi Campbell
puts on a leggy
display in Louis
Vuitton mini dress
as she shows off
purple-streaked
locks at Pharrell
William's debut
PFW runway

Sarah Jessica
Parker, 58, reveals
twin daughters
Marion and
Tabitha, 13, have
never seen Sex
And The City: 'It
has not crossed
their viewing radar'

Matthew
McConaughey
hauls boxes of
honey in FIRST
sighting on
Alabama set of The
Rivals of Amziah
King... after
chatting about
Yellowstone
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Braless Alexa
Chung sizzles in a
plunging
sequinned
jumpsuit at the
star-studded re-
opening of the
National Portrait
Gallery in London

Jinger Duggar
Vuolo celebrates
Father's Day with
her husband and
daughters in LA...
and stays silent
about her father
Jim Bob Duggar

Christina Milian
puts on a leggy
display in metallic
mini skirt as she
heads out
shopping in Paris

Kesha, 36, says
she almost DIED
earlier this year
after freezing her
eggs and having a
fertility procedure:
'It was horrifying'

Hailey Bieber
wears only a black
tuxedo jacket and a
bra as she smokes
a cigarette in new
YSL campaign: 'At
home in NYC'

Real Housewives
Of Potomac alum
Monique Samuels
files for divorce
from Chris
Samuels after more
than 10 years of
marriage and split
rumors 

Coco Austin, 44,
puts on VERY
busty display in a
string bikini as she
poses in a
swimming pool for
OnlyFans during
'family vacation'
with Ice-T and
Chanel

MAUREEN
CALLAHAN: The
Idol is a sickening
rape fantasy - and
its creators MUST
be exposed for the
misogynist
monsters they
are... So why is
woke Hollywood
silent?
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EXCLUSIVE  Inside
Kevin Costner's
'mini town' as he
claims ex-wife's
refusal to leave
$145M compound
has left him 'unable
to live in his own
home'

Heidi Klum's
daughter Leni, 19,
makes the rare
move of posing
makeup free for
social media... after
looking glam with
her mom

Copy-Kate strikes
again! Princess of
Wales re-wears
$822 Aquazzura
heels favoured by
Meghan Markle to
reopen National
Portrait Gallery

Trump says wife
Melania 'feels I'm
being very badly
mistreated' and
tells Fox News she
is '100%' with him
after latest
indictment - even
though she has not
been by his side 

Creed star
Jonathan Majors
will face August
trial on charges of
beating up his ex-
girlfriend, as star
attends NYC
courthouse with
new girlfriend
Meagan Good 

'Every day can
become a cheat
day': Reacher star
Alan Ritchson says
he can eat ice
cream and still
keep his ripped
abs because he's
been working out
for 20 years

Zendaya is the
center of a steamy
love triangle with
Josh O'Connor and
Mike Faist as the
new trailer for
tennis drama
Challengers is
released

Russell Simmons
APOLOGIZES for
'being frustrated
and yelling' at his
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crying daughter
Aoki, 20, in
disturbing
FaceTime call
shared by ex
Kimora

Julianne Hough
shows off her tiny
waistline and
dancer's legs in a
skimpy outfit while
out in New York
City

Laguna Beach
star Talan Torriero
announces his wife
of nine years
Danielle has
welcomed their
third child, a son
named Anderson
Tito

Arnold
Schwarzenegger
takes a spin on his
camouflage print
bike after hitting
the gym - following
release of his
documentary 

'I still have
imposter
syndrome': Kim
Kardashian lands
cover of Time's 100
Most Influential
Companies issue
for success of
SKIMS 

Seal rocks leather
jacket on sushi
date with assistant-
turned-girlfriend
Laura Strayer at
Nobu Malibu

Jennifer Lawrence
pushes son Cy in
pram with parents
in NYC... after
wearing $990 Alaïa
swimsuit and
talking motherhood

'I so appreciate
you': Michael J.
Fox, 62, thanks
doctors working on
a cure for
Parkinson's as he
accepts award at a
health tech
conference in
Munich 
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Nina Dobrev
models a pink suit
as she tells CBS
she loved filming
The Out-Laws with
Pierce Brosnan
and Adam DeVine:
'We had a blast!'

Singer Dua Lipa
flaunts her
incredible figure in
a skimpy black
Versace bikini from
her new collection
in sizzling snaps

One's learnt from
the best! Queen
Camilla's VERY
animated reactions
at Royal Ascot
echo her mother-
in-law's passionate
displays - with both
sharing a love of
horses

Trevor Noah
strikes Spotify deal
for weekly podcast
after streaming
giant's bitter split
with 'f***ing
grifters' Harry and
Meghan

Southern Charm
star Taylor Ann
Green pays a
heartfelt tribute to
brother Worth after
his sudden death
at 36: 'We are
going to miss your
bear hugs'

Kristin Davis
beams in a green
dress while out in
NYC - as she
weighs in on Kim
Cattrall's And Just
Like That cameo:
'We want to make
the fans happy'

'Nice little
Glastonbury gap
you've got there!'
Speculation
mounts that Taylor
Swift could play
festival next year
as fans spot free
dates amid her UK
tour

Touching moment
Harrison Ford, 80,
tears up over his
final appearance as
Indiana Jones and
tells fans 'it means
the world to me' 
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Andy Murray's
supportive wife
Kim Sears looks
tense as she
watches her
husband suffer
major blow to his
Wimbledon hopes
with defeat at
Queen's

Mick Jagger and
dancer girlfriend
Melanie Hamrick
put their stunning
Florida home on
the market for $3.4
million - after
snapping it up for
$1.9M in 2020 

'You dress up like
a Nazi and now
you're trying to
come back as The
Pope?' Kelly
Osbourne brands
Prince Harry 'a
whining,
complaining t**t'

Pretty in pink!
Queen Máxima of
the Netherlands
stuns in a ruffled
gown and
sparkling tiara as
she joins Queen
Mathilde of
Belgium at a gala
dinner in Brussels

'Furious' Kevin
Costner evicted
buff tech mogul
from $64,000-a-
month guest house
after he became
'close friends' with
his wife who would
drop in 'almost
daily'

Zoey 102 first
trailer: Britney
Spears' sister
Jamie Lynn Spears
is single and still in
love with her high
school beau in
follow up to Zoey
101 series

EXCLUSIVE  Chris
Martin and Dakota
Johnson put on a
giddy display as
they enjoy dinner
with his son and
tuck into a
Coldplay pizza 

Gwen Stefani stuns
British TV viewers
with her REAL age
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as fans says she
looks like she's in
her 'late twenties'

Royal fans think
Sophie SCOLDED
Princess Charlotte
at Trooping the
Color - but others
are not convinced

Jodie Comer's
Tony-award
winning Prima
Facie has
recouped its $4.1
MILLION Broadway
capitalization costs
- and broke theatre
record by grossing
$1.1M of sales in a
week

Gerard Pique's
girlfriend Clara
Chia slips into a
leggy black shorts
suit for a solo
lunch in Barcelona
- as the couple
prepare to
announce their
'engagement'

EXCLUSIVE  First
look at Gwyneth
Paltrow and Brad
Falchuk's
Montecito 'eco
mansion' after
SEVEN years of
construction

Morgan Wallen's
son rushed to ER
after rescue dog
BIT his face in
terrifying attack...
but toddler's
tearful mother
refuses to put the
animal down

Kelly Clarkson,
41, shares she has
been in therapy for
almost 10 YEARS
because she 'loves'
venting about
things like her
divorce: 'It's
therapeutic!'

'Are you wearing
an upside down
umbrella?' Emma
Watson leaves fans
bamboozled with
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her 'gravity-
defying' dress 

Tributes pour in
for Friends star
Paxton Whitehead
after his death
aged 85: Theatre
veteran is
remembered for
his 'extraordinary'
acting

Beyonce baffles
concert-goers by
using an AUTOCUE
on her
Renaissance Tour
in case she 'forgets
her lyrics'

Avril Lavigne and
Tyga 'SPLIT':
Rocker and rapper
'call it quits after
just four months
together'

Taylor Swift sends
fans wild as she
announces UK and
European The Eras
tour dates for 2024

Floral fancy!
Princess Beatrice
stuns in $629
Beulah London
dress as she and
husband Edo
Mapelli Mozzi join
King Charles for
the first day of
Royal Ascot 

When Kate met
Macca! Princess of
Wales is left in fits
of giggles as she
shares a joke with
Sir Paul McCartney
during re-opening
of the National
Portrait Gallery 

Carrie Underwood
looks fabulous at
40 in teeny bikini
while on poolside
break from
rehearsing for her
Vegas residency

Musisician Liam
Gallagher's son
Lennon, 23, is the
spitting image of
his famous father
as he steps out for
a stroll in London

'Something I will
treasure for the
rest of my life':
Rumer Willis
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shares first
photos of father
Bruce Willis
holding
granddaughter
Louetta on Father's
Day

Madonna's girl
Lourdes Leon
rocks skimpy crop
top and oversized
basketball shorts
for sweet outing
with her father
Carlos Leon

Heidi Klum seeks
shade beneath a
black parasol as
she enjoys a
romantic gondola
ride with husband
Tom Kaulitz in
Venice

Jennifer Lawrence
stuns in a sheer
pink flared
jumpsuit and a
plunging black
blazer as she
heads into NYC
after filming Watch
What Happens Live

Meghan's Dior
audition?
Resurfaced clip
from crime drama
shows the
Duchess of Sussex
as perfume model
amid rumours of a
deal with the
brand 

From one Queen
to another: Camilla
dons her
grandmother-in-
law's glittering
Shell Brooch as
she joins King
Charles at Royal
Ascot

Bethenny Frankel
opens up about her
biggest parenting
struggles as the
mom of Bryn -
revealing why she
DOESN'T want her
daughter 'to be like
her'

How many
children does
Travis Barker have
and who are his
kids' moms 
Rock star is
expecting his first
child with current
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wife, Kourtney
Kardashian

Cardi B strikes a
raunchy pose while
showing off her
curves in mint
green catsuit in
new snaps

British actress
Kelly Brook, 43,
recalls time flirty
Hollywood star Jeff
Goldblum, 70,
asked for her
number after a
VERY random
encounter

G Flip reveals
unconventional
wedding tradition
with Selling Sunset
star wife Chrishell
Stause

'Tom Cruise has
done it again!':
Mission:
Impossible 7 hailed
as 'impeccably
made' and a true
'summer
blockbuster' in first
reactions

George Frazier,
major league
pitcher who played
in the World Series
for the Yankees
and Twins, dies at
68 after battling
undisclosed
illness 

Search for
missing English
actor Julian Sands,
65, continues in
California's Mount
Baldy area after his
disappearance in
January

Hannah
Waddingham cuts
a chic figure in a
polka dot dress at
The Third Man
press night after
cementing
her 'national
treasure' status in
the UK

Feeling the
tension, Cam? The
Queen is animated
as she watches
races at Ascot
alongside King
Charles and fellow
royals for their first
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Royal Ascot since
the Coronation 

Meghan Markle is
accused of FAKING
interviews for axed
Spotify podcast

Cheerful Charles!
The King appears
in great spirits as
he welcomes the
President of
Estonia Alar Karis
to Windsor Castle
for a royal
reception

Treat Williams'
grieving daughter
shares
heartbreaking
tribute post on
Father's Day - one
week after his fatal
motorcycle crash:
'I miss you'

Tori Spelling
ignores Father's
Day after husband
Dean McDermott
announced their
separation and
then deleted the
post

Taylor Swift and
longtime friend
Gigi Hadid make a
rare sighting
together as they
leave Nobu in New
York City... during
singer's break from
tour

Doja Cat
transforms into
sexy werewolf
while modeling red
leather corset and
pantyhose in
series of sultry
snaps

EXCLUSIVE
Leonardo Dicaprio,
48, hosts Neelam
Gill, 28, and her
model friends on
his $150m mega
yacht while
holidaying in Italy
with his father and
stepmum

Gerard Pique
arrives in Miami for
his children's
summer break as
he's set to
announce his
'engagement' to
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girlfriend Clara
Chia

Harrison Ford and
Helen Mirren's
Yellowstone
spinoff 1923 is
'delayed
indefinitely' after
falling victim to the
ongoing WGA
strike

Chris Hemsworth
talks his daughter
India's future
Hollywood career
and dishes on
possibility of
working with wife
Elsa Pataky

Chrissy Teigen
glows wearing a
yellow sundress as
she enjoys a 'day
date' with her
adorable poodle
Petey

Kim Kardashian
SNUBS ex
husband Kanye
West in belated
Father's Day post
honoring her late
dad Robert and
stepparent Caitlyn
Jenner

'We go hard for
birthdays!' Niecy
Nash surprises her
wife Jessica Betts
with a Porsche and
a tropical getaway
to celebrate her
41st birthday

Celebrity IOU:
Derek and Julianne
Hough perform
demolition dance
while helping with
condo renovation

Tom Cruise
'absolutely' wants
to make a film with
Scarlett Johansson
after she said she'd
'love' to work with
him

Jeff Goldblum, 70,
and wife Emilie
Livingston, 40,
step out in casual
style for Los
Angeles stroll

Ryan Reynolds
discusses
Wrexham FC
series' filming
struggles, a whole
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new level of
anxiety... and
learning exactly
what 'squeaky bum
time' is 

Stars On Mars:
Ariel Winter reveals
she started acting
at age four and her
'experience was
rotten'

Margot Robbie
reveals she studied
old Radox shower
gel commercials
for her shower
scenes in Barbie
as she gives a tour
of the incredible
set of the film

Missing the UK
summer? Rita Ora
looks downcast as
she braves the
cold weather in a
long trench coat on
her way to a Pilates
class in Bondi

Emma Watson
shows off her
incredible figure in
a cut-out black
wetsuit as she
poses in stunning
surf-themed beach
shoot for Prada
Beauty

Katie Holmes
shows off her
summer style in a
floral dress while
out and about in
New York City

'This is abuse':
Kimora Lee
Simmons SLAMS
ex Russell
Simmons as she
shares disturbing
video of the mogul
appearing to
BERATE his crying
daughter Aoki, 20

Robert Carradine,
69, who played the
dad in Lizzie
McGuire over 20
years ago looks
nearly
UNRECOGNIZABLE
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Lori Harvey goes
a little bit country
in cowgirl hat and
denim minidress to
star in new
campaign for
Khloe Kardashian's
Good American
brand

Jessica Simpson,
42, shows off her
VERY shapely legs
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